Trekking in the Transylvanian Alps
Day 1. Incoming flight to Sibiu. D2. City tour of
Sibiu, ex- Cistercian abbey Kerz, ascent to
Făgăraș Mts. D3-D5. Trekking in Făgăraș Mts.,
from hut to hut, including Moldoveanu (2544).
D6. Canyon in southern Făgăraș Mts.,
Orthodox monastery of Curtea de Argeș in
Wallachia. D7. Have a break: easy hike in
Piatra Craiului. D8. Hike up to the main ridge of
Piatra Craiului, descent on the easier eastern
slope, through the gorge “Prăpăstiile
Zărneștilor”. D9. Fortress Bran (Dracula...),
Castle Peleș (former royal residence), city tour
of Brașov. D10. Burg of Sighișoara and
fortress-churches in Saxon villages, dinner at
Romanian peasants. D11. Free time in Sibiu.
Return flight from Sibiu.

One of our more challenging mountain tours covers the high summits of
Southern Transylvania. We trek on the long, alpine ridge of the Făgăraș Mts.
and ascent the steep limestone ridge of Piatra Craiului. The sightseeing
covers some of Transylvania's highlights – both towns and countryside.
Făgăraș Mountains
The highest mountain chain in the Romanian
Carpathians, sometimes referred to as “the
Transylvanian Alps” consists of a long,
zigzagged ridge with countless peaks and
saddles, reaching altitudes of over 2500
meters in several places.

Piatra Craiului

LPS

… means “King's Stone” and is one of the
most photogenic massifs of the country: a
sharp ridge of bright white limestone.
Although reaching only ca. 2200 m a.s.l., the
ascents to the ridge are difficult, more or less
technically challenging.

Active: challenging hiking – up to 7-8 hrs.

Optimal Logistics. During our carefully

www.tymestours.ro/TRANSYLVANIANA

walking time, up to 1200 meters height
difference.

When? Late June to late September.
With accommodation in DBL-rooms with own
bathroom, full-board, transportation, entrance
fees, guiding.

Flights (not included) to Sibiu via Munich.

planned hut-to-hut trek we only need for two
nights a thin, (“complimentary”) sleeping bag
– one of those “sleeping liners” used in
mountain huts; individually carried in the
backpack. For the rest of the tour we only
carry normal daily backpacks. At the Podragu
Hut we sleep in a larger common dormitory
(bedroom for ten people) for one night.

In Sibiu the medieval pedestrian squares
of old “Hermannstadt” provide an
insightful introduction to the journey. We
then start our trek in the Făgăraș Mts.:
within five days from hut to hut we'll
reach many impressive summits –
including the “top of Romania”, Peak
Moldoveanu (2544 m a.s.l.). Within these
days we spend one night in Cabana
Podragu at 2136 m a.s.l.; for the lack of
comfort
we
are
rewarded
with
breathtaking alpine views. The trek ends
with a quite spectacular canyon on the
southern slopes, followed by a brief
cultural sightseeing in Wallachia. In Piatra
Craiului we hike on a famous route,
provided with cables on short steep
sectors. These alpine experiences are
completed by visits of Brașov and
Sighișoara but also of some villages of
the Transylvanian Saxons or Romanians.
Within such a serious tour, the visit of the
fortress Bran (a.k.a. “Dracula's Castle”)
ends up being almost anecdotal.

Bucharest or Cluj-Napoca also possible.

Truffles and World Heritage in Transylvania
short trip – superior comfort
Day 1. Incoming flight to Sibiu. D2. City tour of
Sibiu. D3. Fortress-churches in Valea Viilor
(Wurmloch) and Biertan (Birthälm), village
Mălâncrav (Malmkrog) with castle, church, old
houses. D4. Search for truffles, visit of the burg
of Sighisoara, dinner with truffles. D6. Transfer
to Sibiu, picturesque Harbach Valley, return
flight.

www.tymestours.ro/TRUFFLES

In this insightful short trip we discover
authentic Transylvania from a (modest)
nobleman's perspective. We spend two
nights in a Renaissance mannor in the
village of Mălâncrav; Prince Charles'
foundation Mihai Eminescu Trust
restored the mannor (the „castle“) but
also many old houses. The village also
hosts a medieval church with some of the
most valuable frescoes of Transylvania.
We search for truffles in the forests of
central Transylvania and then enjoy a
dinner with truffles at the castle –
appropriate wines included. The medieval
towns of Sibiu and Sighișoara, as well as
Saxon fortress-churches, add up to the
cultural sightseeing of the journey.

